A study of prostate delineation referenced against a gold standard created from the visible human data.
To measure inter- and intra-observer variation and systematic error in CT based prostate delineation, where individual delineations are referenced against a gold standard produced from photographic anatomical images from the Visible Human Project (VHP). The CT and anatomical images of the VHP male form the basic data set for this study. The gold standard was established based on 1mm thick anatomical photographic images. These were registered against the 3mm thick CT images that were used for target delineation. A total of 120 organ delineations were performed by six radiation oncologists. The physician delineated prostate volume was on average 30% larger than the "true" prostate volume, but on average included only 84% of the gold standard volume. Our study found a systematic delineation error such that posterior portions of the prostate were always missed while anteriorly some normal tissue was always defined as target. Our data suggest that radiation oncologists are more concerned with the unintentional inclusion of rectal tissue than they are in missing prostate volume. In contrast, they are likely to overextend the anterior boundary of the prostate to encompass normal tissue such as the bladder.